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Abstract

Extensive research has been conducted on cognitive impairments in substance use disorders, particularly with the advancements 
in cognitive and computational neuroscience as well as neuroimaging techniques over the past two decades. It has been noticed 
that, impaired cognition functioning is the common factor in person with substance abuse most precisely in case of attention, 
memory, recalling, decision making etc. Addiction has been showing basic impairment in brain and brain related processes 
through improper regulation and decreasing motivation and development of apathy. This special issue addresses cognitive 
impairment as a trans-diagnostic domain, highlighting the potential benefits of advancing the understanding and treatment 
of cognitive dysfunction in substance use disorders for various psychiatric conditions. In line with this overarching objective, 
we provide a summary of current findings in the fore mentioned cognitive domains of substance use disorders. Additionally, 
we propose an expansion of the scope to encompass precognition and social cognition, which are often overlooked but hold 
significant relevance to substance use disorders. While these two areas have received comparatively less attention, they 
are essential aspects of substance use disorders both phenomenologically and in other respects. The review concludes by 
suggesting avenues for further research and potential therapeutic interventions targeting both the well-established cognitive 
domains and this more comprehensive understanding of cognitive impairments associated with substance use disorders.   
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Introduction

Cognitive changes and impairments observed in 
substance use disorders play a significant role in the 
substantial public health burden associated with these 
disorders [1]. The spectrum of drug and alcohol use among 
individuals ranges from non-pathological to diagnosable 

mental health disorders according to the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) [2,3]. In 
this discussion, we focus on cognitive alterations that are 
already indicative of a disorder related to drug use. This 
type of drug use can be defined as a “pathological pattern 
of behaviors” characterized by compulsive and persistent 
drug use, impaired control, continuation despite negative 
consequences, craving, tolerance, and withdrawal [4,5]. The 
cognitive domains typically involved in addiction include 
attention, response inhibition, decision-making, and working 
memory.
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A recent frame work called the Research Domain 
Criteria (RDoC), initiated by the National Institutes of Health, 
provides a systemic conceptual approach to neuroscience. 
RDoC considers mental processes and disorders in terms 
of disruptions along the continuum from normal to 
pathological, encompassing various psychological processes 
and behavioral functions [6]. This approach is gaining 
recognition and is increasingly used in research. RDoC is 
applied across the normal-pathology continuum for the 
specific domain or construct under investigation, allowing a 
departure from categorical diagnoses [7].

The application of the RDoC framework to substance 
use disorders has gained attention [8]. Three domains 
relevant to addiction have been identified: executive 
function, incentive salience, and negative emotionality 
[9]. These domains correspond to different stages in the 
addiction cycle and contribute concurrently to addiction and 
relapse vulnerability. They can be measured across various 
substance use disorders. In this review, we focus on the 
executive (cognitive) domain and provide an overview of 
impairments that could serve as intermediate phenotypes 
for interventions targeting behavior, pharmacology, or neuro 
stimulation (Figure 1) [10].

Figure1: Figure depicting research domain criteria of addiction.

This overview suggests an expansion of the established 
cognitive domains in substance use disorders to include two 
additional domains:
•	 Precognition, which encompasses processes occurring 

outside or before conscious cognition, and
•	 Social cognition, which includes metacognition/insight 

and theory of mind (ToM).
These extended domains may be crucial components of 

the addiction phenotype in humans and could potentially 
hold the key to understanding the challenging treatment 
and functional impairments associated with substance use 
disorders.

There are several models that indicate cognitive 
impairment that arises both ways due to addiction or as 
drug abuse. One such model, proposed by Goldstein and 
Volkow, focuses on disrupted cortical top-down processes 
resulting from dysfunction in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). 
This dysfunction leads to impaired response inhibition and 
altered salience attribution, reducing the ability to modify 

behavior related to drugs and drug cues [11]. Other models, 
including Monterosso J, et al. [12] concept of impulsive choice 
as a hyperbolic function, describe impulsive behaviors as 
a breakdown of cognitive self-control mechanisms. Bickel 
WK, et al. [13] further expanded on this model and applied 
it specifically to addiction, demonstrating that individuals 
with addiction exhibit greater discounting of delayed 
rewards compared to healthy controls [14]. Sofuoglu M, et 
al. [15] proposed a dual-process model, highlighting the 
interplay between “top-down” and “bottom-up” processes in 
controlling behavior [14]. They argue that heightened implicit 
and automatic neurobiological processes increase the risk of 
drug use and relapse, while impaired executive top-down 
processes in individuals with addiction are responsible for 
regulating these downstream automatic processes.

Attention

In addition, there is a notable bias towards directing 
attention to drugs and drug-related cues [15-17]. This 
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attentional bias is often implicit and occurs automatically 
[18]. Some researchers propose that drug-related cues 
acquire positive incentive properties through classical 
conditioning, while others suggest that negative emotions 
enhance the salience of drug-related cues [19]. Both 
processes contribute to the facilitation of drug-seeking 
behaviors. Once established, attentional bias drives drug 
seeking by shifting the salience towards drug-related cues 
and directing behavioral resources towards the goal of drug 
consumption [20,21].

Several tasks are employed to measure attentional 
bias. The Stroop interference task, for instance, requires 
individuals to name the font color of words, and 
interference arises when the word content differs from the 
font or carries emotional significance (such as drug-related 
words), leading to slower reaction times [22]. Generally, 
individuals using nicotine, cocaine, heroin, cannabis, and 
alcohol exhibit slower reaction times when confronted 
with words associated with their respective substance use 
disorders [23-26]. Visual attention tasks also reveal quicker 
reaction times towards drug-related stimuli, indicating 
an attention-driven approach [27]. Tasks employing 
a “joystick” procedure have been utilized to measure 
approach or avoidance responses to explicit or implicit 
drug-related cues [28,29].

Researchers have started using these tasks to modify 
attentional biases, aiming to reduce drug use [30]. 
Attentional bias modification training has shown some 
success in reducing bias towards alcohol cues but has had 
limited success with cocaine cues [31,32]. The field is 
actively investigating the most effective methods to modify 
attentional bias towards substance-related cues and how to 
translate these modifications into clinical outcomes [33,34]. 

The modest results achieved so far highlight the 
entrenched nature of attentional bias towards drug-related 
cues and underscore their potential significance as a target 
for treatment [35-37].

Response Inhibition

Loss of control over drug use is a defining characteristic of 
addiction4. Inhibitory control refers to the ability to suppress 
or counter responses, including behaviors, thoughts, or 
motivational states. Impairments in inhibitory control are 
believed to underlie the difficulty in resisting the powerful 
allure of drugs, thus increasing the risk of relapse [38-41]. 
Poor inhibitory control is also associated with various 
behavioral patterns commonly observed in substance use 
disorders, such as increased impulsivity, sensation seeking, 
risk-taking, and poor decision-making [42].

Neuropsychological and neuroimaging studies have 
identified the prefrontal cortex (PFC) as the key region 
involved in inhibitory control. The PFC exerts top-down 
regulation over downstream motivational systems associated 
with drugs and natural rewards [43].

Variability in the ability to inhibit impulses and delay 
gratification is evident across individuals, even before any 
drug exposure. However, chronic exposure to certain drug 
classes, particularly stimulants, can undermine this “braking 
ability” of the brain [44-46].

 
Common tasks used to assess inhibitory control involve 
instructed attempts to inhibit a propotent motor response. 
For example, the “go/no-go” task requires rapid button 
presses to “go” stimuli while withholding the response to 
infrequent “no-go” stimuli [47]. Poor performance in these 
tasks is correlated with higher-order failures of inhibition 
and is associated with drug relapse. Some tasks incorporate 
valences stimuli to capture real-world inhibition challenges, 
where inhibition of approach to positive stimuli is required. 
Laboratory models that involve inhibiting craving to drug-
related cues closely resemble the challenges faced by 
individuals in recovery [48].

Neuroimaging studies have shown reduced recruitment 
of top-down inhibitory regions in drug users compared 
to controls during simple laboratory tasks of inhibition, 
particularly in stimulant users [49]. Notably, cocaine patients 
who achieve extended abstinence demonstrate enhanced 
recruitment of cognitive control regions, suggesting 
potential recovery of inhibitory ability with abstinence or 
that individuals with strong inhibitory ability are more likely 
to achieve abstinence. Longitudinal studies are needed to 
further explore these possibilities [50-52].

Efforts to improve inhibitory function through medication 
targeting frontal circuitry or direct neural stimulation 
are still in early stages but offer promising prospects for 
targeted interventions [53]. Enhancing inhibitory control 
holds clinical significance as an intermediate phenotype for 
targeted interventions in addiction [54-56].

Working Memory

Working memory, as defined by Baddeley, is a 
system responsible for the temporary maintenance and 
manipulation of information crucial for complex cognitive 
tasks like comprehension, learning, and reasoning [57]. It 
consists of three subsystems: the phonological loop, which 
handles verbal and acoustic information; the visuospatial 
sketchpad, which deals with visual information; and the 
central executive, a capacity-limited control system that 
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allocates and actively manipulates resources [58].

Various tasks have been used to measure working 
memory, such as n-back tasks, visuospatial tasks, digit and 
word recall, and verbal memory [59]. Studies have revealed 
cognitive deficits in individuals with substance use disorders 
using these tasks [60]. Working memory impairments may 
be associated with the chronic toxic effects of drug use, 
and lower executive cognitive ability has been linked to 
an increased susceptibility to problematic drug use [61]. 
Therefore, targeting working memory could be a therapeutic 
approach in substance use disorders and potentially improve 
functional outcomes. Strengthening the central executive 
subsystem of working memory through retraining may also 
benefit other cognitive functions [62,63].

Addiction researchers have started focusing on working 
memory as a means to enhance cognitive control [64]. Some 
studies have used working memory training programs, 
involving tasks like verbal memory and recall of numbers 
and words, to improve working memory in individuals with 
stimulant use disorders [65]. While improvements in delay-
discounting were observed, working memory enhancements 
were not consistent. In individuals with alcohol use disorders, 
working memory training has been associated with reduced 
alcohol use and improved working memory performance 
[66].

Another rationale for targeting working memory in 
addiction is its connection to dopaminergic mechanisms, 
which play a central role in addiction [67]. Working 
memory capacity relies on dopaminergic mechanisms, and 
working memory training has been shown to influence 
dopamine systems. When behavioral interventions alone 
are insufficient, pharmacological approaches that optimize 
dopaminergic function could serve as facilitation tools [68]. 
Accumulated evidence suggests that psychoactive drugs 
can compensate for working memory impairments, thus 
supporting functional restoration and the goals of reducing 
drug use and achieving abstinence [69].

Decision Making Process

The characteristic of addiction often involves seemingly 
poor decision-making, where individuals continue to 
use drugs and alcohol despite experiencing negative 
consequences. Several theories attempt to explain why these 
“poor” choices persist [70]. The “somatic markers” theory 
proposed by Verdejo-Garcia suggests that individuals with 
addiction have reduced awareness of emotional warning 
signals from the body, leading to risky decision-making and a 
focus on immediate rewards rather than future consequences 
[71]. Bickel WK, et al. [13] emphasize cognitive impairment, 

which results in prioritizing immediate rewards over larger, 
delayed rewards [72].

These poor decisions arise from an imbalance between 
top-down (deliberative) and bottom-up (automatic) 
processing [73]. While top-down processing allows 
for flexible and value-sensitive decisions, it is slow and 
cognitively demanding [74]. On the other hand, automatic 
actions, driven by habits and conditioned behaviors, are fast 
but inflexible and insensitive to devaluation [75]. Initially, 
drug and alcohol use involves more deliberate decision-
making, but with continued use, these actions become more 
automatic and eventually compulsive. The incentive salience 
of drug-related cues further contributes to this transition 
[76].

Various tasks are used to measure decision-making 
processes [77]. Delay-discounting tasks assess an 
individual’s ability to delay immediate gratification for a 
higher-value reward in the future. Individuals with addiction 
tend to discount larger, delayed rewards more than healthy 
controls, and higher rates of discounting are associated with 
disadvantageous behaviors, including drug use [78]. The 
Iowa gambling task evaluates real-time decision-making, and 
people with addiction generally perform worse than controls. 
Some addicted individuals may lack implicit interoceptive 
guidance toward a more advantageous strategy [79].

Researchers have employed different methods to 
restore the balance between top-down and bottom-up 
processing [80]. Working memory training has shown 
potential in strengthening the central executive subsystem, 
reducing discounting, improving working memory, and 
decreasing substance use [81]. Meditation has emerged 
as a promising approach to enhance executive control and 
increase awareness of internal states, potentially improving 
interception. Contingency management approaches offer 
a way to promote deliberative decision-making and reduce 
automatic drug-choice behaviors [82].

Pre-Cognition

Processes that occur rapidly and implicitly, even outside 
of conscious awareness, play significant roles in executive 
cognitive domains such as attention, inhibition, working 
memory, and decision-making [83]. These precognitive 
processes, shaded in blue in Figure 1, can be influenced 
by appetitive or aversive motivational states and may 
shape drug-related feelings and behavior without explicit 
awareness. In the domain of attention, the response to drug 
cues is fast, involuntary, and implicit due to prior associative 
learning. Individuals with substance use disorders may 
automatically attend to drug-related cues even when task 
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performance requires shifting attention away from them. 
Inhibition tasks also involve precognitive processes, where 
deliberate attempts to inhibit pre potent responses (whether 
motor- or drug-related) depend on their near-automatic 
nature [84]. Working memory, the ability to maintain and 
update information, often occurs implicitly without conscious 
focus, despite experimental tasks instructing intentional 
recall. Decision-making involves a competition between fast, 
implicit, precognitive responses (e.g., immediate reward 
approach and discounting of future rewards) and slower, 
deliberative responses that consider future consequences 
[85,86]. Balancing these processes is a challenge addressed 
by dual-process models of decision-making [87].

The implications for addiction treatment are noteworthy, 
as conventional cognitive behavioral interventions primarily 
target explicit cognitions and may not effectively address 
implicit processes. High relapse rates in substance use 
disorders might partially result from difficulty addressing 
the precognitive domain [88]. Attempts to change attentional 
biases to drug cues through behavioral interventions have 
shown modest success, while working memory training 
studies are still in early stages [89]. Pharmacologic 
interventions, on the other hand, offer promise for targeting 
precognitive processes. For example, atomoxetine has 
reduced attentional bias to cocaine cues, although clinical 
trials did not demonstrate clear benefit [90]. Naltrexone has 
shown improvement in modulatory circuitry recruitment 
during now-later decision-making tasks [91]. Baclofen, a 
GABAB agonist, has blunted mesolimbic activation triggered 
by cocaine cues presented outside of conscious awareness. 
Screening candidate medications’ impact on precognition 
through paradigms involving brief “unseen” drug cues 
complements conventional self-reports of conscious 
motivational states [92].

Interoception, the sense of one’s internal state, plays a 
unique role in the precognitive domain. It is based on bodily 
sensations reflecting changes in internal state or autonomic 
visceral responses [93]. These sensations can become 
associated with previously neutral cues through learning, 
guiding the organism toward reward or away from danger. 
Interoception has been implicated in addiction models, 
where impaired interoception for negative stimuli and 
heightened interoception for positive arousal from drug cues 
contribute to relapse vulnerability [94]. 

The anterior insula, implicated in interoceptive 
processing and emotional awareness, is clinically significant 
in addiction, as attenuated responses in the insula during 
decision-making predict relapse [95]. Therapeutic 
approaches targeting explicit awareness of internal states 
aim to enhance cognitive control. Innovative treatments 
such as real-time neurofeedback or direct brain stimulation 

targeting the insula highlight the potential of interoceptive 
processes as meaningful therapeutic targets in substance use 
disorders [96].

Humans possess the capacity to introspect, enabling us 
to comprehend the connection between ourselves and others, 
monitor our thoughts, and exercise control over them. These 
metacognitive abilities play a crucial role in decision-making 
[97]. However, impaired metacognition can have adverse 
effects, such as overconfidence in poor decisions or a lack of 
confidence in better alternatives [98].

Despite being a prominent and critical characteristic 
of addiction, the extent of metacognitive impairment in 
substance use disorders remains poorly investigated. Many 
researchers have observed discrepancies between self-
reported experiences and actual behavior, low compliance 
with treatment, frequent relapses, impaired psychosocial 
functioning, and a lack of awareness regarding the necessity 
of treatment [99]. In 2015, over 21 million individuals 
aged 12 and older required treatment for substance use 
disorders, but only around 10% received it. Among the 
remaining individuals (approximately 19 million), merely 
5% recognized the need for treatment [100]. Goldstein and 
colleagues have associated this impairment with dysfunction 
in neural circuitry [101]. Metacognition mechanisms are 
believed to reside in frontal brain structures like the rostral 
anterior cingulate cortex [102,103], and ventrolateral 
prefrontal cortex dysfunction may contribute significantly to 
insight impairment [104].

Metacognition

Metacognitive deficits can be considered as impairments 
of insight, which are commonly observed in addiction 
[105,106]. In the substance use disorder field, lack of insight 
is sometimes conflated with “denial,” but they are distinct. 
Denial involves refusing or contradicting something that 
one is aware of, while lack of insight refers to an absence 
of awareness regarding something present within the 
individual [107]. Mental health researchers differentiate 
between clinical insights, which encompass awareness of 
illness, recognition of the need for treatment, and relabeling 
symptoms, and impaired general insight, which is associated 
with poorer treatment outcomes, an inability to perceive 
illness severity, impaired psychosocial functioning, higher 
relapse rates, and low self-esteem [108]. The inability of 
individuals with substance use disorders to assess the severity 
of their impairments or even be aware of their disorder may 
explain the lack of perceived need for treatment. It should 
be noted that even after recognizing the need for help and 
seeking treatment, patients may still struggle and experience 
relapses, suggesting that self-awareness alone may not be 
sufficient for recovery [109].
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Addiction has been observed to involve deficits in 
self-awareness and behavioral control, similar to other 
neuropsychiatric disorders (e.g., mood, psychotic, and 
neurological disorders) [110,111]. The insight deficit is 
evident in one of the key characteristics of substance use 
disorders defined in the DSM classification: continued drug 
use despite negative consequences. Self-awareness deficits 
and metacognitive impairments persist even in individuals 
who have achieved remission from drug use, as demonstrated 
by their poor correlation between self-reported confidence 
in performance and actual performance on visuo-perceptual 
accuracy tasks [112].

Conclusion

This review provides an overview of cognitive 
impairments observed in drug and alcohol use disorders, 
considering a continuum ranging from precognitive 
processes to higher-level social cognition, with cognitive 
executive domains in between (Figure 1). The majority of 
research in the cognitive executive domain has focused on 
characterizing patients compared to controls and identifying 
differences in specific domains such as attention, response 
inhibition, working memory, and decision-making systems. 
Evidence is emerging for the status of each of these 
domains as intermediate phenotypes and potential targets 
for intervention. However, the translation of intermediate 
phenotypes to clinical outcomes is still in its early stages. 
Promising novel treatments like neuro stimulation and 
pharmacologic rebalancing offer potential for the next 
phase of translational research, particularly concerning 
cognitive deficits in substance use disorders. We propose 
a cognitive continuum wherein the less-studied extremes, 
namely precognition and social cognition, exhibit unique 
features (e.g., impaired interoception, metacognitive deficits, 
and impaired insight into illness) that could serve as viable 
therapeutic targets, necessitating the development of new 
interventions.

It is important to acknowledge the challenges in cross-
sectional research when establishing whether cognitive 
impairments proceeded, predisposed to, exacerbated, 
or solely resulted from drug use. Longitudinal studies 
conducted in developmental cohorts prior to drug exposure 
will help determine the relative contributions of individual 
variables (e.g., genetics, epigenetics, and adversity) 
compared to drug variables (e.g., drug type, dose, exposure, 
frequency) to the observed impairments. This information is 
crucial for selecting therapeutic targets and setting realistic 
expectations regarding therapeutic outcomes, such as 
restoring function or providing remedial biological support.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the phenotypic 
features arising from both familiar and extended cognitive 

domains are not exclusive to addiction but are dimensional 
and trans diagnostic, relevant to other neuropsychiatric 
disorders and conditions (as emphasized in the Research 
Domain Criteria framework). Hence, therapeutic discoveries 
in the addiction field may have direct implications for other 
major psychiatric disorders that share the dimensions of 
these cognitive impairments. Research in these domains will 
also help empirically determine the unique contributions 
of intermediate phenotypes compared to overall 
psychopathology (e.g., factor “p”) in guiding treatments and 
predicting clinical outcomes [113,114].
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